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ABSTRACT: The single-molecular conductance of a redox active molecular bridge has been studied in an electrochemical single-molecule transistor configuration in a room-temperature ionic liquid (RTIL). The redox active pyrrolo-tetrathiafulvalene (pTTF) moiety was attached to gold contacts at both ends through −(CH2)5S− groups, and gating of the redox state was achieved with the electrochemical potential. The water-free, room-temperature, ionic liquid environment enabled both the monocationic and the previously inaccessible dicationic redox states of the pTTF moiety to be studied in the in situ scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) molecular break junction configuration. As the electrode potential is swept to positive potentials through both redox transitions, an ideal switching behavior is observed in which the conductance increases and then decreases as the first redox wave is passed, and then increases and decreases again as the second redox process is passed. This is described as an “off–on–off–on–off” conductance switching behavior. This molecular conductance vs electrochemical potential relation could be modeled well as a sequential two-step charge transfer process with full or partial vibrational relaxation. Using this view, reorganization energies of ~1.2 eV have been estimated for both the first and second redox transitions for the pTTF bridge in the 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate (BMIOTf) ionic liquid environment. By contrast, in aqueous environments, a much smaller reorganization energy of ~0.4 eV has been obtained for the same molecular bridge. These differences are attributed to the large, outer-sphere reorganization energy for charge transfer across the molecular junction in the RTIL.

INTRODUCTION
The single-molecule transistor is an attractive concept in molecular electronics in which a single molecule is attached between two terminals, while the energy levels in the resulting molecular bridge are controlled by a third proximal electrode. In this three-electrode configuration, molecular energy levels in the molecular bridge are tuned by the gate bias of this third electrode. The gate voltage \( V_g \) can be used to tune wave functions and particularly redox energy states of the molecular bridge with respect to the contacts, with consequent control over the junction conductance. Positioning of three electrodes in intimate proximity of a molecule is challenging. This has been achieved for solid-state configurations using planar devices with a metal gate electrode underlying and separated from the source–drain contact pair by a thin dielectric film,¹–⁵ as schematically illustrated in Figure 1a. Such three-terminal devices for single-molecule studies have been successfully studied, although it is not possible to precisely control the degree of molecule–gate electrode coupling, and there are considerable technical challenges in achieving the precise source–drain gap spacing which matches molecular lengths necessary for good electrical coupling of the molecule to both leads. There is also the additional challenge of avoiding the evaporation of metal grains in the electrode gap during metal evaporation in the junction fabrication, which is detrimental to defined electrical characterization of molecular junctions. Nevertheless, through careful device preparation, a powerful platform for the characterization of quantum transport through molecules is achieved.¹–⁵ Strong gate coupling to the molecule has been observed and transport as a function of gate and source–drain voltages analyzed. It has been demonstrated that a gate electrode can be introduced into mechanically controlled break junctions (Figure 1b).⁶ Although these may have lower gate coupling than the planar configurations, they permit more precise control over the source–drain gap through bending of the underlying substrate.

An alternative approach to the solid-state gating illustrated in Figure 1a,b is to use an electrochemical gate. In this setup the bridge energetics are controlled through the electrochemical potential for the molecular device immersed in electrolyte solution relative to a reference electrode. This is typically achieved in a four-electrode electrochemical setup with counter- and reference electrodes serving alongside the source and drain electrodes (both of which are the working electrodes of the electrochemical cell). A schematic illustration of...
Electrolyte gating of a single molecule is shown in Figure 1c. In strong electrolytes the Debye screening length can be extremely short, i.e., a few ångstroms, so that, although the counter- and reference electrodes are physically far from the molecular bridge, any charge on the molecular bridge is screened by charge in solution at a distance much shorter than can be generally achieved in the solid-state setup.7 There are now a number of reports of electrolyte-gated single-molecule transistors. In a seminal publication in 1996 Tao used scanning tunneling microscopy (STM) to study tunneling through Fe(III)–protoporphyrin (FePP) adsorbed flat on a highly ordered pyrolytic graphite (HOPG) electrode.8 At the electrode potential where FePP was reduced, an enhanced tunneling current was observed to flow between the tip and substrate through adsorbed FePP. This “resonance condition” was interpreted as arising from alignment of the Fermi level of the metal electrode with the lowest unoccupied molecular level (LUMO) of FePP. With the advent of STM molecular junction techniques (e.g., in situ break junction (BJ)9 or I(x)10 techniques) it later became possible to study electrolyte-gated molecular conductance where the molecular bridge is connected at both ends to metal contacts (at one end to the substrate surface and at the other to an STM tip).10 Viologen (bipyridinium) molecular bridges were the first electrochemically gated systems to be studied using this method by Haiss et al.10 and this has also been the theme of a number of subsequent studies.11–15 A number of other electrochemically gated systems have been investigated, mostly with electrochemical in situ STM approaches, both with the molecule attached at either end to both tip and substrate, or attached at one end only, usually to the substrate. The latter approach can be compared to classic scanning tunneling spectroscopy (STS) with an STM tip positioned above an adsorbed molecular adlayer; however, in the electrolyte environment the electrochemical potential can be swept as well as the tip-to-substrate bias voltage. Other single-molecule systems studied with electrochemical gating and the in situ BJ or I(x) techniques have included oligophenylene-ethynylenes,16 various perylene tetracarboxylic diimide derivatives,17,18 oligo-anilines,19–21 and a pyrrolo-tetrathiafulvalene (pTTF) derivative,22 while systems studied by electrochemical STS include transition metal complexes,23–27 viologens,13,15 and redox metalloproteins.28,29 Electrochemical gating has also been achieved in mechanically controlled break junctions.30

Both the in situ electrochemically gated molecular break junction and electrochemical STS configuration can be modeled in terms of the redox active moiety positioned within the nanogap between the metal electrode substrate and metal STM tip. At a qualitative level, the response of this junction while the electrochemical potential is swept can be understood by considering the relative positions of the Fermi levels of the enclosing metal contacts and the oxidized and reduced states of the redox moiety of the molecule. As shown in Figure 2, as these are swept from an out of resonance condition (left panel) and into the “Fermi window” defined by the two metal electrodes (center panel), the conductance increases and then decreases again as the energy levels move out of resonance (right panel). Independently of mechanistic details, a maximum is therefore expected in the conductance vs electrochemical potential relation sketched in Figure 2. Whether this maximum occurs near zero overpotential (η) for the redox transition or whether it is displaced by the reorganization energy depends on the mechanism for charge transfer across the bridge. In the sequential two-step electron/hole transfer model including vibrational relaxation introduced by Kuznetsov and Ulstrup (the KU model),31–36 the maximum is expected close to η = 0 (although this depends on the potential distribution in the tunneling gap, which is in turn controlled by the ionic strength), whereas in a resonance tunneling model of
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**Figure 1.** (a) Planar molecular junctions with solid-state gating, (b) mechanically formed break junctions with solid-state gating, and (c) an electrochemical molecular break junction with electrolyte gating. In the electrochemical setup the counter- and reference electrodes which are employed for electrochemical gating are remote from the molecular junction; however, since in strong electrolytes the Debye screening length can be extremely short (down to a few ångstroms) the screening of charge on the molecular bridge is much shorter than can be generally achieved in the solid-state setup.

![Figure 2](image2.png)

**Figure 2.** Model for two-step charge transfer across a molecular bridge in an STM nanogap. The energy level models at the top of the figure show alignment for negative (left), zero (center) and positive (right) overpotentials. The lower plot illustrates tunneling current vs overpotential, with a peak near to zero overpotential.
increases upon reducing the viologen group, but it remains at this higher conductance value even as the electrode potential is swept more negative, leading to a sigmoidal\textsuperscript{10,12,15} rather than the bell-shaped profile depicted in Figure 2. Other systems in the molecular break junction configuration also exhibit $I_{\text{tunneling}}$ vs electrochemical potential responses which do not easily accord with the KU or Schmickler models for electron transfer across the redox active bridge unless additional features such as gated charge transfer are introduced, as discussed by Haiss et al.\textsuperscript{12} An exception is the pTTF system in aqueous electrolyte reported by Leary et al.,\textsuperscript{22} which, at least qualitatively, appears to give a response which accords with either the KU or Schmickler models. However, detailed analysis of this system has not been made with respect to either model.

In this report, we present a detailed new investigation of the pTTF redox group, incorporated in the molecule 6pTTF6 (Figure 3). Single-molecule bridges are formed using an STM method (the $I(s)$ method\textsuperscript{20}) in which contact between the STM tip and gold substrate surface is avoided. This is achieved in an electrochemical environment so that the $I_{\text{tunneling}}$ vs electrochemical potential relation can be constructed. Although STS has been successfully conducted in ionic liquids with electrochemical potential control,\textsuperscript{23} these present measurements are the first of electrochemical single-molecule conductance measurements made using the $I(s)$ or BJ methods in an anhydrous ionic liquid environment. This enables the study of the molecular conductance over a much wider electrochemical potential range, as it is first switched to its monocationic state (pTTF$^+$) and then to its dicationic state (pTTF$^{2+}$). The $I_{\text{tunneling}}$ vs electrochemical potential responses are analyzed in terms of the KU model for two-step charge transfer through the redox center, for both the first (pTTF $\rightarrow$ pTTF$^+$) and second redox transition (pTTF$^+$ $\rightarrow$ pTTF$^{2+}$). From the KU model an estimation of the reorganization free energy can be obtained. Since the first redox transition (but not the second) can also be observed in aqueous electrolytes, a value for the reorganization free energy for pTTF $\rightarrow$ pTTF$^+$ can also be obtained under aqueous conditions. The values for reorganization free energy for the two different solvent environments are found to differ greatly. Reasons for this difference are discussed.

**EXPERIMENTAL METHODS**

**Synthesis.** The compound 6pTTF6 was synthesized by a published route.\textsuperscript{22,41}

**Electrochemistry Experiments.** All cyclic voltammetry measurements were performed on Ecochemie Autolab potentiostats; either the PGSTAT 20 or PGSTAT 30 model with the corresponding Autolab GPES software. A three-electrode setup was used, with a Au(111) working electrode (WE), Pt wire mesh counter-electrode (CE) and a quasi-reference electrode consisting of a Pt wire. The electrode surface area of the Au(111) WE was used was the measured geometric area in contact with the electrolyte. The glass electrochemical cell was cleaned in a 1:1 mixture of H$_2$SO$_4$ and HNO$_3$ prior to use and rinsed several times in Milli-Q water. The CE and WE were flame annealed prior to use. The cell was dried in an oven before use.

The RTIL 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate (BMIOTf) was purchased from Iolitec. This was dried by heating to 110–120 °C with anhydrous N$_2$ flow for a minimum of 1 h immediately prior to use and was treated with 3 Å molecular sieves. Gnahm and Kolb have previously reported on the purification of ionic liquids using a molecular sieve with 3 Å pore size.\textsuperscript{62} For cyclic voltammetry the airtight EC cell was assembled in a glovebox containing an inert N$_2$ atmosphere. A range of scan rates is investigated. To enable conversion to the Fc/Fc$^+$ potential scale, ferrocene was added to the BMIOTf solutions at the conclusion of the experiments. Metallocene derivatives, such as ferrocene (when soluble), are commonly used as effective voltammetric reference standards for ionic liquids.\textsuperscript{50,83}

For electrochemistry of 6pTTF6 monolayers, the Au(111) working electrode was immersed in a 1 mM 6pTTF6 in BMIOTf solution for approximately 24 h, then rinsed with BMIOTf before being inserted into the electrochemical cell containing fresh BMIOTf electrolyte. In a manner similar to that of the solution-based voltammetry, 1 mM ferrocene was added to the BMIOTf electrolyte at the conclusion of the experiments to calibrate the potential scale to the Fc/Fc$^+$ redox couple.

**Single-Molecule Conductance Measurements.** All of the single-molecule experiments were performed using an Agilent Z5000 or Z5000 STM controller in conjunction with the Agilent Picoscan 5.3.3 software. Due to the sensitivity of the RTIL to air/water, an environmental chamber was fitted to the STM head, to maintain an anhydrous, inert N$_2$ atmosphere. The environmental chamber also contained a small amount of silica desiccant. Au STM tips were prepared using 0.25 mm Au wire (99.99%, Goodfellows) which were electrochemically etched in a 1:1 solution of HCl and ethanol at approximately +7.0 V. The Au tips were then coated with a layer of Apiezon wax, ensuring that only the very end of the tip was exposed. Commercial gold-on-glass substrates (Arrandee) were flame annealed for approximately 5 min prior to use. BMIOTf was dried at 120 °C under vacuum for approximately 18 h prior to use and treated with 3 Å molecular sieves. For the STM measurements, 6pTTF6 monolayers were formed on the gold-on-glass substrate by immersing the substrate in a 1 mM solution of 6pTTF6 in BMIOTf for approximately 5 min. This was then rinsed with BMIOTf and then ethanol and blown dry using N$_2$. In order to perform STM under electrochemical potential control, a Teflon cell was used in the STM setup and a Pt quasi-reference and counter-electrode system employed. Once BMIOTf had been added to the STM cell, the environmental chamber was purged with anhydrous N$_2$ for approximately 16 h prior to measurements.

The STM $I(s)$ technique was employed for single-molecule conductance determination with a set-point current ($I_{\text{bias}}$) of 20 nA and a sample bias voltage ($V_{\text{bias}}$) of +0.6 V. To record $I(s)$ curves, the
tip was withdrawn from the set-point distance by 4 nm with a retraction duration of 0.1 s. Those scans which showed molecular junction formation were plotted into a histogram, which was used to find the molecular conductance. The sample potential was varied between −0.6 V and +0.5 V, with respect to the Pt quasi-reference electrode. The initial tip-to-sample distance \( x_0 \) was approximated using the method described previously by Haiss et al.\(^{61}\)

### RESULTS

**Cyclic Voltammetry in Ionic Liquid.** The redox active molecular bridge 6pTTF\(6^-\) (Figure 3) exhibits two reversible redox reactions, one of which is in the potential range available also in aqueous electrolytes.\(^{22,40−42}\) The two electrochemical redox reactions interconvert the neutral 6pTTF\(6^-\), the radical cation 6pTTF\(6^-^*\) and the dication 6pTTF\(6^-^2\). Its stability in three redox states makes 6pTTF\(6^-\) an attractive system to study from the viewpoint of electrochemical gating. The (CH\(_2\))\(_6\)SAc chains at either end of 6pTTF\(6^-\) allow the molecule to be tethered between two electrodes, without the complications from isomer mixtures that inevitably arise with other similarly functionalized TTF molecules in single-molecule junction studies.\(^{41,42}\) The \(n\)-hexyl linkers act as tunneling barriers to the pTTF moiety in the center of the molecule, effectively electronically decoupling it from the gold electrodes. The thioacetate termini are protecting groups for the thiol end groups, which are lost upon surface adsorption to form the Au−S contact.\(^{43}\)

Electron-rich TTF derivatives can undergo protonation-induced oxidative degradation in the presence of water.\(^{44,45}\) Moreover, only the first redox reaction (pTTF → pTTF\(^-^*\)) is accessible in aqueous electrolyte in the potential ‘window’ within which adsorbed thiols on gold are stable. We therefore sought a water-free electrochemical environment in which to study the single-molecule conductance of 6pTTF\(6^-\) in the absence of water. Volatile nonaqueous solvent-based electrolytes are incompatible with our STM instrumentation. Ionic liquids offer a number of positive attributes for electrochemical studies, notably their wide potential window and high conductivity; additionally, their extremely low volatility makes them appropriate for use with the STM.\(^{53,46−55}\) They have been shown to be suitable environments for in situ STM imaging\(^{52−57}\) scanning tunneling spectroscopy\(^{53,52,55}\) and STM-based single-molecule conductance measurements.\(^{58}\)

The room-temperature ionic liquid (RTIL) 1-butyl-3-methylimidazolium trifluoromethanesulfonate (BMIO\(T\)) was used in this study. Solution voltammetry of a 1 mM solution of 6pTTF\(6^-\) dissolved in anhydrous BMIO\(T\) recorded over sweep rates ranging from 20 to 1000 mV s\(^{-1}\) is shown in Figure 4. For these solution voltammetry experiments the thioacetate protected 6pTTF\(6^-\) was dissolved in the anhydrous BMIO\(T\), and no 24 h surface adsorption step was employed, unlike as described in the next paragraph for monolayers of 6pTTF\(6^-\) on Au(111). Two reversible redox waves are seen, as observed for related TTF derivatives in nonaqueous electrolytes by Jeppesen and Becher.\(^{41}\) The peak separations (\(\Delta E_p\)) are (62 ± 9) mV for the first redox wave and (61 ± 5) mV for the second redox wave, consistent with one electron processes.

Cyclic voltammetry has also been performed for monolayers of 6pTTF\(6^-\) on Au(111) in BMIO\(T\). Monolayer formation was achieved over 24 h immersion as described in the Experimental Methods section. As for the solution voltammetry, two clear redox transitions are also seen for a 6pTTF\(6^-\) monolayer on an Au(111) substrate in a BMIO\(T\) electrolyte (Figure 5). The charges associated with these two peaks are 64 and 59 \(\mu\)C cm\(^{-2}\), giving a molecular coverage of \((6.6 \times 10^{-10})\) and \((6.1 \times 10^{-10})\) mol cm\(^{-2}\), respectively. These correspond to molecular footprints of 0.25 and 0.27 nm\(^2\), respectively. This is consistent with X-ray crystal structure data reported for a related bis(alkanoyl) pTTF compound.\(^{59}\) Monolayer formation by 6pTTF\(6^-\) was also characterized spectroscopically by polarization modulation infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy (see Supporting Information).

**In Situ STM.** The \(I(s)\) technique\(^{10}\) was used to determine the single-molecule conductance of 6pTTF\(6^-\) at various electrochemical potentials, in BMIO\(T\). The \(I(s)\) measurements were performed in an environmental chamber purged with anhydrous \(N_2\) gas and \(I(s)\) scans were recorded by setting the current set-point and bias voltage, and then rapidly retracting the Au tip at a rate of 41 nm s\(^{-1}\). For a given electrochemical potential, approximately 5% of the \(I(s)\) scans contained a current plateau indicative of molecule(s) bridging the gap between the tip and substrate. At least 500 such scans were

---

**Figure 4.** Cyclic voltammograms of a 1 mM solution of 6pTTF\(6^-\) recorded in BMIO\(T\) (at room temperature), protected under nitrogen. Solution voltammetry recorded at scan rates between 20 mV s\(^{-1}\) and 1 V s\(^{-1}\), as marked. Both redox waves fit the expected peak current \((I_{peak})\) vs square root of the scan rate \((\nu^{1/2})\) behavior for a solution-based process \((I_{peak} \propto \nu^{1/2})\) gives \(r = 0.996\) and \(r = 0.994\) for the first and second oxidation waves, respectively.

**Figure 5.** Cyclic voltammograms of a 6pTTF\(6^-\) monolayer on Au(111) recorded in BMIO\(T\) at (at room temperature), protected under nitrogen. Surface voltammetry recorded at scan rates between 20 mV s\(^{-1}\) and 1 V s\(^{-1}\), as indicated. Both redox waves fit the expected peak current \((I_{peak})\) vs scan rate \((\nu)\) behavior for a surface based process \((I_{peak} \propto \nu)\) gives \(r = 0.997\) and \(r = 0.996\) for the first and second oxidation waves, respectively.
collected at each electrochemical potential. Representative $I(s)$ scan showing current steps as the molecular bridge is broken are illustrated in Figure 6.

Every $I(s)$ scan which contained a plateau was used in the histogram analysis. Six examples of histograms recorded for electrochemical potentials of $-0.43$, $-0.33$, $-0.08$, $0.04$, $0.12$, and $0.32$ V vs the Fc/Fc$^+$ reference scale are shown in Figure 7 (Fc/Fc$^+$ is the ferrocene/ferrocenium redox couple, the potential of which has been measured in BMIOTf, and this is set as the zero reference potential, see Supporting Information). A clear peak is present in each histogram and can be used to calculate the conductance of the molecule. Figure 8 shows a two-dimensional (2-D) histogram representation of the data, with conductance on the ordinate, distance on the abscissa (corrected for the initial tip–substrate distance at the start of the $I(s)$ scan),$^{58,60–62}$ and the color representing the point density ranging from dark blue (very low), through green to red (high point count). High point counts are seen at conductance values corresponding to the peak in the histogram, and also a high count tail is seen at the base of the plot (low conductance values). The latter corresponds to the break-off region; as the molecular bridge is stretched, the junction conductance drops, and the junction "snaps".

All of the conductance values obtained for 6pTTF6 over the range of electrochemical potentials studied are collected in Figure 9, which shows the molecular conductance vs the electrochemical sample potential (vs Fc/Fc$^+$). Conductance maxima of $\sim$2 nS are observed for both redox transitions, while...
the molecular conductance away from these redox transitions has the significantly smaller value of $\sim 0.5$ nS.

The coincidence of the peaks in the conductance-electrode potential relation with the peaks in the voltammetric response point to electron transfer following a sequential two-step process with full or partial vibrational relaxation (KU model), rather than resonant tunneling. The latter would be expected to give a substantial noncoincidence of the peaks, with the offset along the potential axis expected to correspond to a reorganization free energy of generally at least several hundred millivolts (vide infra). To further explore the mechanism of charge transfer across the molecular bridge, the conductance data shown above was modeled using the sequential two-step (KU) model. Inherent in this model is a peak in the current flowing through the molecular bridge.$^{29,63-65}$ In the case of $6p$TTF$6$, the first step of the charge transfer occurs when the HOMO is close to the Fermi level of the “left hand” gold electrode, and involves hole tunneling to the HOMO of the pTTF group of the molecular bridge (or electron tunneling from the HOMO). The oxidized and vibrationally excited $6p$TTF$6$ group then relaxes toward the Fermi level of the “right hand” gold electrode. However, if the electronic coupling between the molecule and the enclosing electrodes is strong enough and the adiabatic limit of interfacial electron/hole transfer prevails, the second charge transfer occurs before this relaxation is complete, and the hole tunnels to the right-hand electrode. The now fully occupied orbital then relaxes back toward to its original energy, where it can receive another hole, and the process repeats itself. Both a full version and a simplified numerical version of the KU model have been applied in the literature. The numerical form of the former is shown in eq 1 (see reference 29 and references cited therein and reference 13 for this numerical form of the KU equation):

$$I_e = 1820 \cdot V_{BIAS} \left( \frac{\exp \left( \frac{9.73}{\lambda_{reorg}} + \xi \eta + \gamma V_{BIAS} \right)}{\exp \left( \frac{9.73}{\lambda_{reorg}} + \gamma V_{BIAS} - \xi \eta - \gamma V_{BIAS} \right)} \right)^{-1}$$

where $I_e$ is the enhanced current, $V_{BIAS}$ is the bias voltage, $\lambda_{reorg}$ is the total reorganization free energy, $\eta$ is the overpotential applied to the substrate, and $\xi$ and $\gamma$ are modeling parameters relating to the proportion of electrochemical potential and the bias potential respectively, that affect the redox moiety. All energy terms in the round brackets in eq 1 are expressed in units of electron volts; i.e. the term $eV_{BIAS}$ is numerically equivalent to the bias voltage. This equation can be simplified further to give:$^{13}$

$$I_e = \frac{910 \cdot V_{BIAS} \exp \left( -9.73 \left( \lambda_{reorg} + \gamma V_{BIAS} \right) \right)}{\cosh \left[ 19.4 \frac{\xi \eta + (\gamma - 0.5) V_{BIAS}}{\lambda_{reorg}} \right]}$$

where $I_e$ is the enhanced current, $V_{BIAS}$ is the bias voltage, $\lambda_{reorg}$ is the total reorganization free energy, $\eta$ is the overpotential applied to the substrate, and $\xi$ and $\gamma$ are modeling parameters relating to the proportion of electrochemical potential and the bias potential respectively, that affect the redox moiety. All energy terms in the round brackets in eq 1 are expressed in units of electron volts; i.e. the term $eV_{BIAS}$ is numerically equivalent to the bias voltage. This equation can be simplified further to give:$^{13}$

The simplified form in eq 2 uses the assumption that $\eta$ and $V_{BIAS}$ are lower than $\lambda_{reorg}$ and it is simply derived from eq 1 using these assumptions. Both forms are used to model the ET properties of $6p$TTF$6$ and shall be referred to from this point as the “long KU” and “simplified KU” models, respectively. The best fits achieved using both the long and simplified KU for both redox transitions are shown in Table 1. The data fitting to both the long and simplified KU model are shown in Figure 10.
For both redox transitions of 6pTTF6, the fittings of both versions of the KU model match the conductance data well.

\[ \gamma \approx \xi \approx 1 \text{ in this limit, eq 3. We note that } \gamma = 0.5 \text{ is obtained at low ion strength, } L_d \geq L \text{ from eq 3 } \xi \approx 0. \text{ This is similar to the potential distribution at semi-infinite electrochemical surfaces.} \]

Comparison between the free parametric fit of \( \gamma \) and \( \xi \) with a fit corresponding to the frame for correlated \( \gamma \) and \( \xi \) at high ion strength (say for \( \gamma \approx 0.1 \) and \( \xi \approx 1 \)) shows however that, although the shape of the conductance peak is maintained, the peak maximum is significantly shifted toward negative overpotentials (by about a couple of hundred millivolts). Figure 8 shows that small negative shifts of the conductance peak compared with the voltammetric peaks perhaps cannot be excluded, but these are much smaller than what emerges from
the simulation when γ is changed from a value of about 0.5 to a value of about 0.1. Reasons for this apparent discrepancy are undoubtedly associated with the large physical size of the ionic liquid ions, the size of which compares with that of both the redox center and the tunneling gap width. Precise assessment of the potential distribution in the tunneling gap is therefore not immediately represented by continuum models even when finite size effects such as those addressed in references 68 and 69 are included.

These observations may also have a bearing on the observed conductance vs overpotential peak widths. The peak widths are around 200 mV which is larger than the value of 5.2 × k_B T ≈ 130 mV expected in the limit of high solute ionic strength, eq 6. Although apparently conspicuous, this difference is not, however, significant enough to disclose a discrepancy from the sequential two-step view of the two 6pTTF6 oxidative transitions. For one thing the potential distribution in the tunneling gap and the overpotential dependence of this distribution remains somewhat elusive considering the strong finite-size effects of the ionic liquid ions as noted. In addition, the large bias voltage (0.6 V) needed to enhance the single-molecule conductance values is also at the brink where bias voltage convolution of the conductance peak width may begin.

The physical origin of this broadening effect is rooted in the increasing contribution of electronic energy levels below the Fermi levels of the enclosing working electrode and in situ STM tip as the bias voltage is increased.

Changing the reorganization free energy \( \lambda_{\text{reorg}} \) changes the height of the peak for the enhanced current; a lower \( \lambda_{\text{reorg}} \) results in a larger enhanced current and vice versa. Using the long KU model, \( \lambda_{\text{reorg}} \) was estimated to be 1.17 and 1.18 eV for the first and second redox transitions, respectively. Using the simplified KU model, \( \lambda_{\text{reorg}} \) values of 1.25 and 1.26 eV were estimated for the first and second redox transitions. From this it can be noted that \( \lambda_{\text{reorg}} \) for both redox transitions are very similar using each KU model. \( \lambda_{\text{reorg}} \) consists of two parts, \( \lambda_{\text{intra}} \) and \( \lambda_{\text{solv}} \) which describe the inner-sphere and outer-sphere interactions, respectively. \( \lambda_{\text{intra}} \) of 6pTTF6 has not been calculated. However, various other TTF derivatives have been investigated and found to have a \( \lambda_{\text{intra}} \) between 200 and 600 meV.\(^{78-73}\) It is a reasonable assumption that \( \lambda_{\text{intra}} \) of 6pTTF6 would be similar to other TTFs. When the solvent is a RTIL, \( \lambda_{\text{solv}} \) is expected to be large.\(^{74-76}\) Accurately computing \( \lambda_{\text{solv}} \) for the molecular bridge solvated in the ionic liquid and within the nanogap environment would be a very demanding challenge, which is beyond the scope of this report, but \( \lambda_{\text{solv}} \) can be estimated (crudely) on the basis of dielectric continuum views. For interfacial electrochemical electron transfer in a semi-infinite dielectric medium

\[
\lambda_{\text{solv}} = \frac{e^2}{8 \pi \varepsilon_0} \left( \frac{1}{a} - \frac{1}{2r} \right) \left( \frac{1}{n^2} - 1 \right) \varepsilon_f \tag{7}
\]

where \( \varepsilon_0 \) is the permittivity of free space, \( a \) the ionic radius, and \( r \) the distance between the center of the redox group and the electrode surface (which is taken to be 1.43 nm), \( n \) is the refractive index of the solvent (1.434),\(^{77}\) and \( \varepsilon_f \) is the relative permittivity of the solvent (12.9),\(^{78}\) which in this instance is BMIOTf.\(^{79,80}\) For the purpose of our approximation, in eq 7 \( a \) is set at half the distance between the nitrogen atoms in the redox active moiety of the 6pTTF6 molecular bridge. This produces a \( \lambda_{\text{solv}} \) value of ~0.46 eV. This very approximate value of \( \lambda_{\text{solv}} \) when added to an assumed value between 0.2 and 0.6 eV for \( \lambda_{\text{intra}} \) results in a \( \lambda_{\text{reorg}} \) value similar to that observed for 6pTTF6 in a BMIOTf solvent using the KU model.

The amount of solvent reorganized in the tunneling gap is, however, significantly smaller than in the semi-infinite dielectric medium of electrochemical processes. This confinement effect has been analyzed in some detail using a dielectric continuum view combined with a metallic spherical model for the redox group and a metallic hemispherical model for the STM tip.\(^{41}\) This analysis showed that \( \lambda_{\text{solv}} \) is reduced by 15–30%, depending on the gap width and the radii of the molecule and tip, compared with the semi-infinite dielectric medium. This would correspond to a reduction of \( \lambda_{\text{solv}} \) from about 0.46 eV to between about 0.39–0.32 eV for the present system.

To shed further light on the experimentally determined value of reorganization free energy for pTTF in ionic liquid, we have contrasted it with \( \lambda_{\text{intra}} \) for pTTF from single-molecule conductance data in aqueous electrolytes. Both the long and simplified KU models have been used to model the ET through 6pTTF6 during the first redox transition in an aqueous buffer electrolyte. The resulting fit values for \( \lambda_{\text{intra}}, \gamma \), and \( \xi \) are shown in Figure 11, and the parameters used in the KU modeling are summarized in Table 2. The values of \( \lambda_{\text{intra}} \) are much lower for 6pTTF6 in the aqueous electrolyte than in BMIOTf. This is expected, as the aqueous buffer electrolyte expends much less energy reorganizing around the 6pTTF6 molecule as the redox state changes.

Figure 11. Conductance-overpotential relationship of 6pTTF6 in an aqueous buffer electrolyte at pH 6.8, recorded by Leary et al.\(^{22}\) with \( V_{\text{ext}} = 0.2 \text{ V} \). The red line shows the long KU model (eq 1), and the blue line the simplified KU model (eq 2). \( \lambda_{\text{intra}} \) of 6pTTF6 in an aqueous buffer was estimated as 0.41 eV using the long KU model and 0.43 eV using the simplified KU model.

Table 2. Values of \( \lambda_{\text{intra}}, \gamma \), and \( \xi \) Used in the Modeling of 6pTTF6 Single-Molecule Conductance Recorded in Aqueous Electrolyte by Leary et al.\(^{22a}\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>( \text{6pTTF6 in aqueous electrolyte} )</th>
<th>( \text{long KU} )</th>
<th>( \text{short KU} )</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>( \lambda_{\text{intra}}/\text{eV} )</td>
<td>0.41</td>
<td>0.43</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \gamma )</td>
<td>0.4</td>
<td>0.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>( \xi )</td>
<td>0.5</td>
<td>0.7</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*The simulated values listed are for the “long” and “simplified” numerical versions of the KU model (see text).*

dx.doi.org/10.1021/ja307407e
The single-molecule conductance of the redox active molecular wire 6pTTF6 has been recorded using electrochemical potential control in the RTIL BMIOTf. Ranges of electrochemical potentials were investigated, and the conductance of 6pTTF6 was followed over the two redox transitions it undergoes. Both conventional and 2-D conductance histograms have been constructed. Taking advantage of the wider potential window available to BMIOTf over conventional aqueous electrolytes, both redox transitions of 6pTTF6 were accessible in both cyclic voltammetry and notably in STM I(s) measurements. Two separated transitions in the same molecule have not been reported before by the in situ I(s) or B) measurements (although single peaks for multiple single-electron charging events have been reported[16]). In this respect ionic liquids are offering new perspectives for studying electrochemical conductance gating across multiple redox states of the target redox molecule. By contrast, in aqueous electrolytes, only the first redox transition, from 6pTTF6 to 6pTTF6+ is observed.[22] An increase in the single-molecule conductance of 6pTTF6 from ~0.5 to ~2 nS was observed, around the redox potential for both redox transitions in the ionic liquid. The conductance data obtained for 6pTTF6 in BMIOTf could be modeled by the KU model of two-step charge transfer with partial vibrational relaxation, which provided a good fit to the data. χ_{solv} was estimated to be ~1.2 eV for both redox transitions in BMIOTf, compared to ~0.4 eV for the first redox transition in an aqueous electrolyte, recorded by Leary et al.[22] This is attributed to the large contribution of χ_{solv} in the RTIL. This work shows some of the advantages of using a RTIL as a medium for single-molecule conductance measurements, particularly the wider electrochemical potential window. It is expected that RTILs will be more widely deployed in the future in the field of single-molecule electronics since they open avenues for studying redox transitions not readily accessible in aqueous electrolytes.
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